First Homework Assignment
Due at start of class, Friday Sept. 5
(There are more questions on the second page).

Math 101 Questionnaire:

Name: ________________________________

Where are you from? ___________________

Math Courses taken in the past 2 years
(if none, then most recent math course taken): __________________________

Dorm Room: __________________________

What are things you are interested in (both academically and personally)?

Something about yourself: ________________________________

On the course website, go to the link for “Syllabus”, read through it and answer the following questions.

1. a. Who is the author of our textbook? _____________________
   b. What edition of the textbook are we using? ______________

2. a. How many midterm exams will there be in the course? ______________
   b. What is the tentative date for the first midterm? ______________

3. How often will homework be collected and on what day? ______________

4. The course has evening help sessions.
   On what days at what time in what room will they take place? ______________

5. What is the name of the mathematical computer system we will use in the course? ______________

6. In addition to homework, computer assignments and exams, what other major assignment will there be in the course? ______________

7. Circle the statements that are correct:
   a. Only a few people can do mathematics: you either have the ability or you don’t.
   b. Most people can be successful in mathematics providing they work hard at it.
   c. One’s level of intelligence is fixed at a young age and can not be changed.
   d. The brain continues to develop and by appropriate training, one can become “smarter”.

8. What do you think are the differences between a high school math course and a college math course?
9. a. Go to the Check Out Desk at Collier Science Library and ask for Professor Donnay’s Calculus 101 folder.
   b. What is Professor Donnay’s birthday and place of birth? __________________________